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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine inspection by the resident inspectors-ir.volved the following
areas: operations, maintenance, engineered safety feature walkdown, minor
modifications, plans for coping with strikes, Generic Letter 88-17 follosup,,

licensee event report followup, and action on previous inspection findings. -i

Inspections of licensee backshif t activities were conducted on the following.

days: April 21 and April 23. !

|

Results:

-In the area oi operations, a non-cited violation was identified involving two |
examples of inoperable. protection channels during the Unit 2 startup and j
failure to follow the required Technical Specification action. The events
were caused by 'inccmplete understanding of the Technical Specification and by-

inattention to detail (para 3.a).
, .
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In the area of maintenance, a violation was identified involving management
policies for perso'inel working hours which failed to ensure that NRC
guidelines, as established in Generic letter 82-12, were followed (para 3.c).
In the area of engineering / technical support, a weakness was identified
regarding lack of controls over blanks which were left in the gland steam
system following pipe flushing (para 3.b).

In the area of engineering /technict' support, gaod response to damaged cooling
fan blades on the diesel generator aas observed. The analysis provided
adequate justification for short term repairs until the blades could be /
replaced (para 4.a).

In the area of engineering / technical support, planning and execution of a
major service water system outage was good and significant improvements to the
system were completed. The licensee effectively planned and coordinated work
activities such that the system was restored to service well within the
allowable outage time of 7 days (para 51.

In the area of operations, the lice.isee's plans for coping with a strike were
reviewed when contract negotiations broke down. The plans appeared
acceptable, and implementation was not necessary as a strike was averted (para
6).

In the area of quality verification, the licensee's long term enhancements for
loss of decay heat removal in accordance with Generic letter 88-17 were
reviewed. The licensee's response has been thorough (para 7).

.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*H. Bowling, Manager, Nuclear Licensing and Programs
L. Edmonds, Superintendent, Nuclear Training

*R. Enfinger, Assistant Station Manager, Operations and Maintenance
J. Hayes, Superintendent of Operations
D. Heacock, Superintendent, Station Engineering

*G. Kane, Station Manager
*P. Kemp, Supervisor, Licensing
W. Hatthews, Superintendent, Hait'enance

*J. O'Hanlon, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
D. Roberts, Supervisor, Station Nuclear Safety
D. Schappell, Superintendent, Site Services
R. Shears, Superintendent, Outage and Planning

*J. 3mi, i, Mar iger, Quality Assurance
A. Stafford, Superintendent, Radiological Protection

*J. Stall, Assistant Station Manager, Nuclear Safety and Licensing

Other licensee employees contacted included engineers, technicians,
operators, mechanics. security force members, and office personnel.

NRC Inspectors

*H. Lesser, Senior Resident inspector
*0. Taylor, Resident Inspector
A. Ruff, Project Engineer

* Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are listed in the
last paragraph.

2. Plant status

Unit 1 - the unit operated the entire inspection period ai. or about 95
percent power, which is the limit by license condition due to extensive
SG tube plugging.

Unit 2 - At the start of the inspection period, the unit was in Mode S
having completed a refueling outage. Reactor startup was conducted on
April 21, however, a dropped control rod forced a shutdown. The unit
was started up again on April 25. Followinc physics testing, full power
escalation was attempted, however, only 99.5 oercent power could be
achieved with the turbine governor valves fuliy open. The licensee
attributed this to increased SG tube plugging along with a lower Tave
program. The licensee was able to achieve 100 percent power by partial-
ly bypassing feedwater flow from the high pressure feedwater heaters.
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The Unit 2 scheduled 60-day refueling outage was completed in 60 days.
Major work accomplished included pressurizer heater cable replacement,
AFW control circuit modification, gland steam piping replacement, SG
inspection, EDG battery replacement and SW to control room chiller
piping replacement.

Unit 2 has been experiencing several equipment related problems since
the outage. The dropped control rod was due to a loose CROM connector.
A valid failure of EDG 2H occurred during a surveillance test when a
lube oil line developed a significant leak. A turbine trio eccurred
upon startup when the AC Bearing 011 Pump was secured by procedure. The
licensee is investigating why the shaft driven lube oil pump is unable
to supply adequate pressure. Other problems with the turbine generator
include bypassed gland steam pressure control valves, and an EHC leak on
the trip block. Several spurious letdown isolations have occurred due
to 2-CH-HCV-2200C, 60 GPM Orifice Isolation Valve closing while operat-
in5 ;he CVCS blender. On May 11, th;s resulted in 6 pressurizer high
level condition when the unit was ramped down to 95 percent in response
to a loss of vacuum on the main condenser. The vacuum loss apparently
resulted from the loss of a loop seal in the air ejector condenser.
Problems also have been continuing with the FRVs despite modifications
during the outage. Improper valve trim results in oscillations at
maximum power and requires the bypass valves to be opened to compensate.
AMitionally, on May 11, the positioner for the A FRV failed reouiring
operation locally until replacement could be accomplished later that
day. The licensee is planning an outage to repair some of the problems.

3. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

The inspectors conducted frequent visits to the control room to verify
proper staffing, operator attentiveness and adherence to approved
procedures. The inspectors attended plant status meetings and reviewed
operator logs on a daily basis to verify operational safety and compli-
ance with TS and to maintain awareness of the overall operation of the
facility. Instrumentation and ECCS lineups were periodically reviewed
from control room indications to assess operability. Frequent plant
tours were conducted to observe equipment status, fire protection
programs, radiological work practices, plant security programs and
hcusekeeping. DRs were reviewed to assure that potential safety
concerns were properly addressed and reported. Selected reports were
followed to ensure that appropriate management attention and corrective
action was applied,

a. Inoperable Reactor Protection and ESF Channels

On April 20, with Unit 2 in Mode 4, C SG Water level Channel li
was observed to be operating erratically and was declared inopera-
bir. Operators reviewed reactor trip system instrumentation TS

s

requirements found in table 3.3-1 which identified an inoperable
SG level instrument as only being applicable in Modes 1 and 2.
The instrument was placed in trip and at 3:20 am the unit entered
Mode 3. At 3:45 am, the operators took the inoperable instrument

|

|

I
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out of trip due to assessing that the channel was not required to
be operable in Mode 3. The operators failed to review TS Table
3.3-3 ESF Actuation System Instrumentation. Specif . ally, AFW
pump start on SG low-low level is required in modes i. 2 and 3.
TS 3.0.4 states " Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified
condition shall not be made unless the limiting conditions for'

operations are met without reliance on provisions contained in the
ACTION requirements." This precluded changing Modes from 4 to 3
with the inoperable SG level instrument. Additionally, Table 3.3-
3 requires the inoperable level channel to be placad in trip
within one hour. This was initially accomplished but the channel
was taken out of trip due to an inadequate assessment of the TS.
At 4:48 am, all TS were reviewed and the channel was again placed
in trip. The channel was repaired and declared operable at 3:00
pm when the level transmitter was vented and blowndown. Although
the shift supervisor, the STA and operations management oversight
personnel were involved, failure to properly review TS resulted in
the violation.

Another problem occurred on April 21 while the unit was in Mode 3.
At 7:30 am, the RCS Loop B OPAT Setpoint was logged at 114 per-
cent. Channels for Loops A and C both indicated 108 percent. The
licensee's channel checks require that channels be within +/- 4
percent of each other. Loop B was not recognized as being inoper-
abl e. Logs were taken at 1:30 pm and 7: W pm by different reactor
cpr.-r c urs . The readings were similar, however, the problem was
na r cognized. TS Table 3.3-1 requires OPAT to be operable in
Modes 1 and 2 and that an inoperable channel be placed in trip
within one hour. At 11:52 pm the Unit entered Mode 2.

The April 22 logs at 1:30 am by a fourth reactor operator also
failed to identify the inoperability. Finally, at 8:04 am, after
shift turnover, the problem was identified and the TS actions were
completed.

% While it is significant that four operators improperly performed
the channel checks, the inspectors noted that previous weaknesses
had been identified with the hand held micro-computer logger in
October 1991. Inspection Report 50-338,339/91-22 identified a
similar case where a SI accumulator level channel was out-of- '

tolerance but not declared as such. Although an audible alarm
sounds when a parameter is logged outside _of its required range,
no such alarm exists when comparing channels to one another. The
licensea had intended to update the logging system to incorporate
that feature, however, it had not yet been done prior to the
event. These events appear to be examples of inattution to
detail.

,

Upon notification of the events, license management initiated
prompt action to address the problem. Log taking was performed in
long-hand, the upgraded micro-computer logger software was

.
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implemented and additional management personnel verified
instrument channel operability prior to startup.

These two examples of instrument channel TS violations will not be
subject to enforcement action because the licensee's efforts in
identifying and correcting the violations meet the criteria spect-
fied in Section Vll.B of the Enforcement Policy. NCV 50-339/92-
13-01: Inoperable Reactor Protection and ESF Channels,

b. Gland Seal System Testing

The inspectors reviewed OR N-92-Il51 which documented the failure
to establish a main condenser vacuum on April 20. While attempt-
ing to establish a vacuum, the licensee noted that gland seal
pressure could not be established at 2-MS-PI-218. Upon investiga-
tion, blank flanges were identified in various locations in the
gland seal system. Further review determined that the flanges
were left installed following flushing of newly installed gland
seal piping. The inspectors discussed this item with the licen-
see's testing group and reviewed the testing procedure for DCP ?

91-02-3, Turbine Gland Steam System Upgrade. The procedure
provided an instruction that " flushing of the piping will be
performed prior to any leak test." However, no guidance was given,

as to how the flushing would be accomplished. In addition, no
procedure or programs were in place to ensure blank flanges, which
were irstalled to support flushing, would be removed. The inspec-
tors considered this an example of test personnel " skill-of-the-
craft" evolutions which resulted in a loss of control of system
status.

The inspectors reviewed a QA assessment in the area of test
engineering, completed on March 24, 1992. The assessment identi-
fied a number of weaknesses in the area of administrative controls
associated with the test engineering group. The weaknesses

' included confusing administrative procedures for development,
review and approval of test procedures and "information only"
drawings being used to document testing. The inspectors have
noted similar concerns with the test engineering group. For
example, violation 50-339/91-26-02 documented misapplication of a
test procedure used to conduct testing on an operable safety-
related system. The inspectors considered the licensee's audit to
be thorough, documenting both strengths and weaknesses in the area
of test engineering. The most significant weakness appears to be
with administrative procedures which govern the test engineering
group. The QA department has made a recommendation to review
administrative procedures to " ensure the test engineering activi-
ties are well defined and that there are no conflicts between
procedures."

4
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c. Personnel Working Hours

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's overtime policies and
reviewed numerous personnel records of hours worked to determine
if the licensee is meeting the requirements of TS Table 6.2-1
regarding employee work hours. In general, control room opera-
tors, health physics and engineering personnel appeared to be
meeting the limits of Generic Letter 80-12, Nuclear Plant Staff>

Working Hours. However, concerns were identified with the working
hours for mechanical and electrical maintenance personnel and some
operators assigned to outage support activities,'

i

TS Table 6.2-1 requires procedures to be established to insure
that NRC policy statement guidelines regarding work hours estab-
lished for employees a.e followed. The NRC policy statement

4

guidelines are depicted in Generic letter 82-12 and Generic letter
83-14, Key Maintenanct Personnel. The licensee's program is
established by VPAP-0103, Working Hours and Limitations. In
summary, the NRC guidelines allow substantial use of overtime in
the event of unforeseen circumstances, extended plant shutdowns or
major maintenance, however, the following limits shall be app +ied:

,

1) An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16
hours straight (excluding shift turnover time).

2) An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16
hours in any 24-hour period, nor more than 24 hours in any
48-hour period, nor more than 72 hours in any seven day
period (all excluding shift turnover time).

3) A break of at least eight hours should be allowed between
work periods (including shift turnover time).<

4) Except during extended shutdown periods, the use of overtime
should be considered on an individual basis and not for the
entire staff on shift.'

4

The guidelines further allow deviation from the above limits under
"very unusual circumstances" and shall be authorized by manage-
ment. The paramount consideration in such authorization shall be
that significant reductions in the effectiveness of operating
personnel would be highly unlikely.

The inspectors initially selected personnel in various departments
and reviewed various weeks of working hours. If a limit was
exceeded, the inspectors attempted to verify that proper authori-
zation had been obtained. Six of 11 examples reviewed exceeded
the 72 hour limit. The inspectors became aware that blanket
authorizations for the entire maintenance department had been-

,

given for the back-to-back refueling outage periods of January-May
1992. More detailed review of records showed that one Mechanic

,
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exceeded the 72 hours in 7 days limit on 7 separate occasions
between January and April. An electrician exceeded the same limit
on 5 separate occasions. An operator exceeded the limit on 3
occasions during March and April, due to outage activities. On
these occasions, he had not been assigned licensed duties.

Further review of records determined that these examples were
typical and the limits were routinely exceeded by the majority of
mechanics and electricians. The licensee's justification for
authorizing hours above the limits was either refueling outage
support or emergency plan standby coverage. The inspectors
reviewed a blanket authorization from January-December 1992 to
exceed 72 hours per week for emergency plan standby coverage by
the electrical department. Clearly this does not constituts
examples of "very unusual circumstances" for which Generic letter
82-12 would allow deviations from the limits, further, it is

apparent that little consideration was given to the potential for
sigaificant reductions in personnel effectiveness.

Inspection Report 50-338,339/92-10 discussed an event where a
motor actuator for a cold leg loop stop valve was damaged because
the 'notor leads were incorrectly terminated. The licensee's
investigation concluaed that the cause of the event was personnel
error. The inspectors reviewed the hours worked by the-electri-
cians involved and determined that fatigue could have played a
significant role. One electrician had worked 79.5 hours in one
week followed by 1 day off and was on his seventh stiaight day of
a 77.25 hour work week when the error occurred. Another electri-
clan verified the wiring and had worked 73.1 hours in seven days
followed by 1 day off and was in his fif th day of work.

'

Discussions with licensee management indicate that a contiibuting,

| problem is the maintenance shift schedule which includes a block
of 10 straight working days once per 5 weeks. During outages,,

' personnel are scheduled for 10 hours of work but routinely work
11-12 hours. Additionally, it is not unusual for maintenance
personnel to work during scheduled "off" des which may result in

! working 7 days straight. Scheduling for Emergency Plan coverage
during bath outage and non-outage periods has resulted in person-,

j nel at times working 12 hours a day for 7 days straight.

| The inspectors reviewed VPAP-0103 to determine its adequacy. The
i procedure correctly encompassed the limits of the guidelines and
; required prior Station Manager approva? to exceed the limits.
; However, no req- irements exist in the procedure to restrict

approval for "very unusual circumstances," nor to consider the
possibility for si?nificant reductions in personnel effectiveness.
It appears that the procedure failed to differentiate between
requirements for overtime and requirements to exceed the specified
limits.

!

|
|
|
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lThe inspectors concluded that the licensee's procedure failed to
adequately insure that the NRC policy statement guidelines for
work hours are followed. This procedure inadequacy resulted in a '

violation of TS Table 6.2-1. VIO 50-338,339/92-13-02: Failure to
I.imit Personnel Working Hours.

One cited and one non-cited violation were identified,
i

4. Maintenance Observation (62703)

Station maintenance activitier were observed / reviewed to ascertain that
: the activities were conducted in accordance with approved procedures,,

i regulate y quides and industry codes or standards, and in conformance
with TS .equirements.

a. EDG Cooling Fan Damage
,

On May 5, the licensee identified four damaged cooling fan blades
on the IH EDG. Three blades had a section of-surface area miss-
ing. The largest one-encompassing approximately 25 percent of the
cross-sectional area. The fourth blade involved a tear. The
licensee concluded the damage was caused by a foreign object which
passed through the cooitng fan during operation.

.

The inspectcrs followed the licensee's repair plans which included
the parallel options of repairing the blades or obtaining-replace-
ments. Replacements were ordered but could'not be installed
within the TS allow 3ble outage time. The licensee decided to
grind out the-damaged area for a smooth surface to eliminate
stress risers. The inspectors reviewed the licensee's safety
evaluation which concluded that the one percent reduction in fan
blade surface area would not result in a significent reduction of
air flow rate-and cooling capacity. Additionally, the reduced
cross-sectional area of the blades was located five to nine inches
from the hub and in.a relatively low stress _ area.

The post-s.eintenance test included an eight-hour loaded run while
'fan vibration was monitored. Additionally,-dye penetrant testing

was performed aftv the run to verify no further cracks.had |

developed. FC 1 wing testing, the EDG was considered fully
opedle. The licensee intends to replace the blades Nith new
ones as a long term solution.

E b. Diesel Fire Pump

The inspectors witnessed preventive maintenance performed on the
!diesel driven fire pump,1-FP =2.- This three-year maintenance was

performed using 0-MPM-0107-01, Diesel Fire Pump Preventive Mainte-
nance. Activities included visual inspection .while operating,"

turbo charger clearance inspection, filter changeouts, oil _ chang-
es, V-belt inspection tnd fuel injector replacement. A vendor
. representative was present and the maintenance appeared thorough.

_

|
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No violations or deviations were identified.

5. Minor Modification (37828)
,

The inspector followed DCP 91-04 involving installation of new stainless ,

steel fcur-inch service water piping for the Unit 2 control room
chillers. The piping installation was performed during the recent
refueling outage and the tie-in to existing "B" service water headers
was performed within a seven day action in accordance with T5 3.7.4.1.
The tie-in required welders to crawl into the 35 inch service water
header. The inspectors observed mock-up training where welders prac-
ticed crawling through sections of piping fabricated to resemble the
actual in-plant piping. The Confined Entry Permit and other safety
precautions, in accordance with VPAP 1901, Industrial Safety, we'e also
discussed. These included ventilation, air quality monitoring, light-
ing, continuous commrnications, contingency plans, and FME. First-aid

-

teams also conducted training on .etrieving personnel from the pipe.

The actual work was conducted between May 13-17 and required slightly
more than 4 days to complete. Additional work included replacement of
three foot sections of 24 inch piping (old piping to be used to practice
in-situ repairs) and maintenance on several valves in the system.
Flanning was evident as equipment and materials were all stagcd and the
evolution was well executed.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Licensee Plans for Coping ' lith Strikes (92709)

On April 3,1992, negotiations for a new contract between the union and
the licansee were discontinued. The union submitted the licensee's
latest offer to its membership with a recomendation that the offer be
rejected and that a strike be authorized. On May 1, the union announced
that its members had voted to authorize a strike and negotiations ,

continued.

)' Based upon this, the inspectors obtained and reviewed the licensee's
approved strike contingency plan and held discussions with various
licensee managers. A strike by the union would result in the following
losses: licensed reactor operators, non-licensed operators, mechtnics,
electricians, welders and laborers (approximately 250 persennel). The
following personnel would not be effected by the strike: supervisors .

and managcrs, senior reactor operators, security officers, health
physics and 1&C technicians.

The inspectors reviewed the minimum staffing requirements per shift for
both units at power as specified in TS Table 6.2-1. The TS require one<

shift supervisor, one SRO, three R0's, four AO's aad one STA. The
licensee currently has 32 individuals licensed as active SR0's plus
three inactive SR0's. Therefore, the licensee is capable of meeting and
exceeding the minimum TS requirements. Requirements for the fire
brigade captain position would be altered. The position would be filled

_ - - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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by an SRO and an additional person with advanced fire fighting train-
ing.

The inspectors discussed training programa for licensed SRO's who would
be assuming duties of RO's and non-licensed operators. The continuing
training program includes requirements for SRO's to perform functions
that would typically be performed by others during emergency conditions.
The inspector observed a simulator session in dich an SRO performed
control board manipulations for an ATWS and performed a JPM on transfer-
ring steam cump control to the Steam Pressure Mode following a turbine
trip.

Regional based inspectors also reviewed the licensee's plans to ascer-
tain the adequacy of security related actions. These actions included 6verification of necessary security equipment, persennel availability and
the estab1'^ ment of liaison uith state and county police.

Following continuous negotiations between the parties involved, an-

agreement was reached on May 9 and a strike was averted.

7. Loss of Decay Heat Removal Programmed Enhancements (112515/103) :

4

The objective of this inspection was to verify licensee preparation for
non-power operation in accordance with the programmed enhancements phase
of Generic Letter 88-17. The licensee responded to the six programed

.

enhancements of Generic letter 88-17 in correspondence dated February 3,
i 1989; May 4,1989; October 31, 1989 and November 16, 1990. NRR reviewed

the licensee programmed enSncement submittal in correspondence dated
July 26, 1991,

a. Instrumentation

The licensee comnleted modifications to install two independent
RCS level indications. The RCS standpipe measures level from the
reactor venel flange to the hot leg centerline and is made
operational prior to reduced inventory cor.ditions. It ranges from
zero inches (hot leg centerlir.e) to 100 inches above centerline.
Reduced inventory is defined as RCS level s 42 inches above
centerline. A low ievel annunciator alarms at s 9 inches. The
second indication is provided by an ultrasonic level detector
which measures water level in the B hot leg loop. It's range is

0-15 inches. 1(2)-0P-5.4, Draining the Reactor Cnolant System,
was reviewed to verify that instruments are properly placed in
service.

The licensee intends to meet ihe requirement to provide at least
two independent temperature measurements of the core with the core
exit thermocouples. No audible alarm exists for high temperature
as recommended. The licensee's submittal stated that core exit
thermocouples are periodically monitored and recorded by the#

control room operator. The inspectors verified that temperatures

i
1

- |
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are recorded in 1(2)-Log 4A every 6 hours while in reduced inven-
tory.

The licensee performed a Decay Heat Removal Instrumentation Study'

and determined that existing instrumentation is available to
monitor the RHR system. This includes: RHR suction and discharce
temperature and trend recorder, RHrl flow, RHR low flow alarrri, RHR
pump auto trip alarm, RHR motor current, RHR pump discharge high
pressure alarm and various indicat. ions of component cooling system
status. The majority of the parameters are recorded in 1(2)-Log
4A every 6 hours.

The ?'.censee uses several spool pieces of tygon tubing to vent the -

rea: tor vessel head which is typically rated for 150*F. The
inspectors questioned tie adequacy of this on the basis that the
head must be vented to the pressurizer in order for the standpipe
level instrument to function properly. In the event of a loss of
RHR and subsequent boiling, steam vented from the head would
exceed the tygon tubing temperature rating, possibly resulting in
erroneous lovel indication. The licensee agreed to review the
tygon tubing for adequacy,

b. Procedures

Prccedures that pertain to reduced inventory operations under
controlled or abnormal conditions were reviewed. 1(2)-0P-5.4
provides adequate precautions and instructions to drain the system
to a mid-loop ceadition. Graphics depicting relative elevations
of key points in the RCS are excellent. An overview of the entire
process, discussed in Section 1.0 of the procedure, provides good
background and basis information to operators. 1(2)-0P-14.1,RHR
System, provides the operating instructions for RHR. 1(2)-PT-91,
Containment Penetrations, provides control over all containment
penetrations and establishes the prerequisites to obtain contain-
ment closure. 0-HCM-1204-03, Emergency Installation of the
equipment door and escape lock provides instructions-to install
the equipment hatch following a loss of RHR while in reduced
inventorj.

1(2)-AP-11, Loss of RHR, incorporated WOG guidance. Entry condi-
tions include RHR pump trip or air binding, low flow, low RCS
level and los:. of temperature control. The procedure is written
in E0? format and provides diverse methods to ensure the core
remains cooled.

c. Equipment

The inspectors verified that procedures require an operable
charging pump and a LHSI pump as backup sources of core cooling in
the event of loss of both RHR pumps. Preferred flowpaths (hot leg
injection) for filling the RCS from these pumps are established in
1(2)-AP-11. The licensee's programs for outage planning ensures

_ _ _ _ - -
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that sufficient support equipment will be available such as
electrical power and heat sink systems.

The licensee reviewed the preventive-maintenance program for the
RHR system to ensure that alixvendor' recommended maintenance is
performed. Additionally, maintenance and surveillance _ procedures-
were reviewed and upgraded by the_ licensee. The licensee has
implemented preventive maintenance programs for communications
equipment including the Gai-tronics system and sound-powered
phones.

d. Analysis

The licensee participated in-the WOG RHR/Mid-loop analysis and
evaluated and factored results into their program Cal;ulations

established the necessary A loop hot-leg level required to main-
tain RHR pump suction, the corresponding -indicated level from the-

C loop cold leg and instrument inaccuracies eThe licensca also
conducted an analysis to identify adequate hot leg vent paths
needed for cold _ leg openings during mid-loop operation. The
requirements have been factored into MISC-37, Assessment.of
Maintenance Activities for Potential Loss of RCS Inventory.

.

e. Technical Specifications

The licensee amended the TS to reduce the minimum required RHR.
flow in order to minimize the chance for pump vortexing. The
licensee's amendment request to eliminate the automatic clesure
interlock on the RHR suction valves'is currently being reviewed by
NRR.

f. RCS Perturbations

The licensee has implemented administrative controls to minimize
activities in reduced Owentory which'could perturb the RCS,
MISC-37,; Assessment '' Maintenance Activities for Potential Loss
of RCS Inventory, . ;onducted"for each work order that has the

i ventory.- The procedure requires a pre-jobpotential to affect n
briefing, discussion of loss of inventory potertial and contingen-
cy actions, control, to maintain an adeauate hot leg vent path,
operations involvelent, communications betweer.- the control room-
and the work site,-and-frequent monitoring of RCS parameters.

8. ESF System Walkdown (''1710,

The inspectors walked down accessible portions of the CVCS System on
Unit 2 and-the charging pumps on both units. Station drawings 12050-FM-
095 series were used along with valve checkoff procedure 2-0P-8.lA. The
drawings and procedure were clear and legible. Minor discrepancies-such
as debris in the charging pump cubicles and lube oil leaks were identi-
fled and forwarded to the licensee for correction. The overall condi-
tion of the system appeared good with the exception of recurring

-
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spurious letoown isolations on Unit 2. Several isolations since startup
from the refueling outage have occurred when 2-CH-HCV-2200C, 60 gpm 1

Orifice Isolation Valve, closed while operating the CVCS blender. The
licensee has shifted to the alternate 60 gpm letdown orifice and is
continually monitoring the electronic circuitry with a strip chart
recorder in an attempt to identify the cause.

No violations or deviations were ideatified.

9. LER Followup (9000)

The following LERs were reviewed and closed. The inspector verified
that reporting requirements had been met, that causes had been identi-
fied, that corrective actions appeared appropriate and that generic
applicability had been considered. Additionally, the inspectors
confirmed that no unreviewed safety questions were involved and that
violations of regulations or TS conditions had been identified,

,

'

a. (Closed) LER 50-339/91-08: Failure to Replace fuses With Resis-
tance Measurements Outside Acceptance Criteria -

The cause of the event was personnel error due to inattention to
detail. Enhancements were made to the test procedure, 2-PT-84.4,
Resistance Tests for Overcurrent Protection Fuses, to state the
acceptance criteria of fuse resistance.on each data sheet. The
inspector verified that procedural changes were made and reviewed
test results completed April 12, 1992 following fuse replacement
to ensure the acceptance criteria was met.

b. iClosed) LER 50-339/91-11: Plant Shutdown Required by TS Due to
PHR Valve Packing Failure

The valve-packing failure of RHR suction isolation 2-RH-MOV-2700
resulted in a 25 gpm leak and a forced shutdown. The licensee's
root cause evaluation identified that the use of a large number of
packing rings in deep stuffing boxes was less that adequate. A
spacer bushing was installed along with live load packing to
improve performance. During the Unit 1 outage, the corresponding
valves were also inspected for the improved packing technique,

c.- (Closed) LER 50-338/91-20: Service Water System Configuration
During Logic Testing - Volunttry Report

The licensee reported being in a condition where the service water
system might not have been able to provide design flow to accident
loads. A four hour report was made pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72.
Subsequently, the licensee was able to show by engineering calcu-
lation that flow was adequate and the LER was submitted as volun-
tary. The licensee did identify a weakness in some test proce-
dures-which aligned the system to a condition where operability
could be questioned. These procedures were corrected. Addi-
tionally, the licensee submitted a supplemental response dated

_ - - _ . - - - - _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ - - I
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December 31, 1991, to a previous violation regarding the issue
(50-338,339/90-29).

d. (Closed) LER 50-338/92-01: Steam Generator Tube Defects

As a result of inspections, all three SG's were classified C-3,
because greater than one percent of the tubes inspected were
defective. The licensee properly reported the condition as
required by TS 4.4.f.5.c and plugged the defective tubes. NRC

approval was required to restart the un'.t due to the C-3 classifi-
cation. The licensee met with the NRC Staff on March 2, 1992 to
discuss restart. The details of the discussion along with NRC
restart permission are documented in correspondence dated April 2,
M 2.

10. Follcwup Action on Previous inspection items (92701, 92702)

a. (Closed) Inspector Followup Item 50-338/90-29-06: EDG High Speed
Relay failure

The licensee's root cause analysis 1.dicated the relay failure to
be age related. The relays had never been replaced. It appears
that contact block movements over ne years (due to relay energiz-.

ation) may have caused the contact poles to shift slightly from
their original configuration. This caused one pole to oe expused
to a larger current and subsequent arcing damage. Metal residues
on the contact eventually acted as a solder joint causing the con-
tacts to bind together. The relays were replaced in all the EDGs.
The licensee is also tracking an action item to develop a periodic
replacement procedure every four refueling outages.

b. (Closed) Inspector Followup Item 50-338/91-06-03: Pressurizer
Heater Reliability.

The licensee completed modifications to improve the performance of
the pressurizer heaters. This included upgraded rod drive room
air conditioning, and replacement of pressurizer heater cables as
discussed in Inspection Report 50-338,339/92-03. The licensee is
continuing towards its goal of eliminating routine operation with.

sets of backup heaters energized. The modifications and improved
maintenance has resulted in 76 of 78 operable heaters on Unit 1
and 74 of 78 on Unit 2. The licensee's corrective action is"

considered to be thorough and eff&tive.

11. Exit (30703)

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on May 19, 1992, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspectors described the
areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results listed !
below. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the material '

provided to or reviewed by the inspectors during this inspection. I

Dissenting '.oments were not received from the licensee. j

|
|
,
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Item Number Description a_nj Reference

NCV 50-339/92-13-01 Inoperable Reactor Protection and
ESF Channels (para 3.a)

VIO 50-338,339/92-13-02 Failure to limit Personnel Working
Hours (para 3.c)

12. Acronyms and initialisms

AC Alter..u ing Current''
AFW Auxiliary'Feedwater
A0 Auxiliary Operator

.

.,

ATWS Anticipated Transient Without Scram
CRDM Control Rod Drive Mechanism
CVCS Chemical Volume Control System
DCP Design Change Package
DR Deviation Report.

7
.ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System
E03. Emergency Diesel Generatori
EHC Electro Hydraulic: Control-. '

E0P Emergency Operating Precedure
ESF Engineered Liety Feature
FME foreign-Material Exclusion-
f%Y Feedwater Regulating: Valve -
GPM Gallons Per Minute
1&C Instrumentation and.-Control
JPM Jot 3erformance Measure' ;

LCO . Limiting Condition-for Operation
LER Licensee Event. Report
LHSI Low Head Safety Injection-
NCV Non-cited Violation
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

4

-NRR Nuclear Reactor Regulation-
OPAT Over Power Delta Temperature
QA- Quality Assurance ,

RCS- Reactor Coolant System
RHR Residual Heat Removal-
R0 Reactor Operator
SG Steam Generator

-SI Safety Injection
SR0- Senior Reactor. Operator..

*
STA Shift Technical Advisor.
TAVE ~ Average. Temperature
TS : Technical Specification
V10 Violation
VPAP Virginia Power Administrative Procedure
WOG Westinghouse Owners Group

.=
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